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Rostrum ACT Zone President message.
Dear Rostrum members,

I have visited all clubs and was impressed with your dedication and
diverse meeting programmes. I will continue to visit at least once per
quarter. Unfortunately our numbers are still dropping and I am asking for
ideas to promote Rostrum in our area. What do you think is the key to
attracting new members and keeping our existing ones? Promotional
products? Activities? Advertising? Send your ideas through to me or Jane
Shelling our Publicity Officer.
This special issue of the Rostrum Recorder has been produced to ensure
all Rostrum members are aware of the activities of the Critic Club. There
is a lot of information to digest and some suggested actions. Please give
these items your full consideration and note the request from the Critics
Club towards the end of this newsletter.
Finally Speaker of the Year (and New Speaker of the Year) competitions
are not far away so please consider participating.
Frm Randall Falkiner

Fmn Randall Falkiner, President ACT Zone, visiting Yass Club with newly inducted
Speakers Peter and Bronwyn Kemp and Yass Club President Spr Ian McGrath.

Using Personal Development Programs
The Critics’ Club encourages all Clubs to get the most from member development programs, such as the Personal
Development Program. These programs contain a series of speaking challenges, with proof of completion and critic
comments for each challenge. A certificate is awarded for completing the whole program. By using personal
development programs, it is intended to provide development opportunities in delivering confident speakers who
communicate effectively and persuasively. Undertaking the personal development program will provide speakers
the complete Rostrum tools and techniques and a unique developmental experience.
The Personal Development Program builds and proves the skills and confidence of new speakers. It is available to all
Rostrum members. A copy is normally given to each new member during induction.
The Personal Development Program is issued nationally by Australian Rostrum. Other Zones of Rostrum have created
their own Programs. These are also free as electronic files. The Queensland program includes use of presentation
software such as PowerPoint or Google Slides. There are also programs for ‘intermediate’ speakers and an
‘accelerated’ development program, both from Australian Rostrum.
It is even possible to design a program to build and prove specific skills chosen by the speaker. A personalised goalbased program is a good option for speakers at all levels.

Getting the most from a development program
Making a development program work involves active support from the
whole Club. The speaker on a program should have a mentor to look out
for the speaker’s interests. The mentor’s role includes:







Ensuring alignment between the speaker’s personal goals and the
program. If the published programs don’t work for the speaker’s
goals and skill level, the mentor should help with developing a
personalised program.
Ensuring that the rostered Critic/Coach and the Club’s
secretary/programmer are aware of the speaker’s program and
the goals for each speaking assignment within it.
Ensuring that the speaker gets helpful feedback on each speaking
assignment in the program. The mentor can arrange private
coaching in addition to the standard feedback given by the
rostered Critic or Coach.
Giving the speaker direct feedback on progress, and helping the
speaker with issues not visible to the audience, such as private
anxiety or speech preparation problems.

Given the size of the mentor’s role, the mentor should be an experienced speaker or coach who can influence the
whole Club, and who can attend whenever the speaker is performing within the program.
The Club Programmer also needs to be aware of all speaker development programs under way, and to ensure that
each meeting agenda matches those speakers’ requirements. Normally, all speaking assignments for a speaker on a
development program would be taken from within that development program, until it’s completed.
There should be a formal recognition when a speaker completes a program, such as the awarding of a certificate.
For those serious about skills development, ‘before and after’ videos of the speaker’s performance will provide
convincing and permanent proof that the program has achieved the development goal. The mentor should also get
formal recognition for their contribution to the speaker’s success.

Ideally, there will be many members on a development program at any
one time, if only so that no-one feels they are an isolated case. New
speakers might take on one of the published programs, such as the
Personal Development Program. Experienced members, or new members
with specific goals, would put together a personalised program to meet
their current development goals. ‘Development goals’ can be very basic
for beginners, but equally they can represent advanced skills for alreadyexpert speakers and coaches.

The Confident Speaker Program from New South Wales. Members can download it from the NSW Zone section of
national web site

Speaker and
New Speaker of the Year 2019
This year the annual dinner will be held on
SATURDAY 20 July.

Woden Club is running the speaking competitions this year, the Arthur Phillips Trophy (Speaker of the Year - SoY)
and the Colin Johns Trophy (New Speaker of the Year NSoY).
The SoY is open to any Rostrum member; to be eligible for the NSoY, a member must have been a member for less
than three (3) years. (The winner of NSoY automatically qualifies for SoY Final, to be held at the Annual Dinner in
July.)
The theme for both competitions is In the Future. Contestants will speak for eight (8) minutes on this theme and
will also speak impromptu for three (3) minutes on a topic selected at the competition.
To facilitate heats etc for both competitions, I require nominations via email to this address, to be received no later
than Noon on Saturday 1 June 2019. Please include contact details (email AND phone) for all nominees,
and clearly list whether the contestant is entering SoY or NSoY.
I would encourage all members to consider "pushing it to the next level" by entering one or other Competition.
Contact
Fmn Nick Ewbank
President, Woden Rostrum Club
+61 (0)421 0421 95 newbank@hotmail.com

.

Connect and Participate
Expo
ACT Community Services
https://www.communityservices.act.gov.au/wac/community/connect-and-participateexpo

The CAP Expo is a community event that showcases the range of opportunities
available for Canberrans of all abilities and ages to join groups and build social
connections around common interests.

A big thank you to all of the members who
came along to the CAP Expo at the Bus Depot
Markets. Your efforts helped to spread the
word about Rostrum.

A special thanks to Spr Abi and Fmn Nick for
their demonstration of public speaking at its
best.

Critic Accreditation 2019
Critic Accreditation will be available in 2019, assuming that enough candidates
register. All Club Critics and Coaches who are not already Accredited should
consider registering. Some Accredited Critics are also due to re-Accredit.
The main event is an Accreditation Workshop
occupying one full Sunday in October or November.

The last Accreditation Workshop was held in
November 2017. It was a challenging but enjoyable
and motivating event.
It resulted in the Accreditation of Speakers George
Vatchenko (Civic), Lizzie Waddell (Phillip), and Geoff Frost (Yass); and the reaccreditation of Freeman Ernst Willheim (CCERC). The full register of Accredited
Critics is published in the Syllabus.

Accreditation is based on:
 Experience as a Club Critic or Coach. You must have
accumulated two years’ experience before becoming Accredited. You
can attend the Workshop while you are still building up the two years.
 Satisfactory performance at the Accreditation Workshop. All
performances on the day are subject to anonymous peer assessment.
 Completion of qualifying activities, such as acting as Guest
Critic, presenting a training session, and so on. Qualifying activities can
be done before or after the Workshop. You may have done one or two
such activities already.
Critic Accreditation is valid for four years. For Accreditation in 2019, the four years will start from 1 January 2020.

Accredited Critics are endorsed to represent Rostrum as coaches, critics and
adjudicators at events outside Rostrum. In practice, the main benefit is a better
experience for meetings, for speakers, and for the critic. The quality of coaching and
feedback is a critical factor in building the success of our organisation.
All potential candidates should register with the Critics’ Club by the end of August (email
acttraining@rostrum.com.au). The program may be postponed to 2020 if there are not
enough registrations at the end of August. There may be a fee to cover catering at the
Workshop, if there is any catering. In 2017, the Accreditation Workshop was held at the
Canberra Southern Cross Club, with attendees paying for their own refreshments.
Roger Lines
Secretary, ACT Rostrum Critics’ Club
Photos were taken at the Accreditation Workshop in 2017

Critics’ responsibility
for office-bearer guidance and performance
Not everyone taking a position in Rostrum automatically knows exactly what needs to be done in that position.
Neither should they, as it is one of Rostrum’s core values that members learn new skills, by taking on unfamiliar
challenges in a safe environment. Those challenges specifically include taking on Club positions such as President,
Secretary, Treasurer, Programmer, and so on: the positions that make up the Club Committee or Executive.
The Critic’s Club takes the view that experienced Coaches and Critics, particularly Accredited Critics, have a
responsibility to ensure that Club office-bearers receive adequate guidance and coaching in the role. This
responsibility exists regardless of any position to which the Coach or Critic is currently elected.

How this responsibility can be met
At the beginning of each Semester, a nominated Coach/Critic should privately check the extent to which each new
office-bearer’s understanding of the role and expectations matches what a Rostrum Club should expect. To the
extent that there are gaps or potential disagreements, the coach should ensure that each office-bearer has sufficient
guidance on expectations, and on how to perform their roles. The ideal forum for setting or debating expectations is
in a meeting of the Club Committee, of which the elected Critics or Coaches are automatically members. ‘How to do
it’ guidance can come from known experts within the Club, or from other experts in Rostrum or even from outside.
Coaches/Critics should also give feedback and guidance on the performance of the Club Committee, and of
individual roles, on a regular basis. That doesn’t mean at every meeting during the regular critique, as feedback on
speaking performances should always take precedence. Beyond that, the performance of the Club Committee and
office-bearers is usually important over time, rather than during a single meeting. Instead, it would be reasonable to
designate a couple of meetings in each semester, in which there is extra time for the head coach (or equivalent
leader) to review the performance of the Club Committee and office-bearers, systematically. If everyone knows this
will happen, it will at least be a reminder to each office-bearer that both their generous efforts, and their occasional
slips, are being noticed. To give this feedback comprehensively, the head coach giving the feedback will need to keep
notes on what was and was not done well over the semester.

Resources
The Rostrum Constitution documents do not formally set out the role of each position within a Club.
Definitive guides for organisations (such as Renton 1 ) are worth knowing, but they tend to be too general for the
first-time holder of a position in a Rostrum Club. The Rostrum publication Towards Better Meetings (among others)
spells out a role for each position, but without much explanation. No published guide will match exactly the current
expectations of your own Club. Ideally, each Club will maintain its own written statement of expectations for each
position, which is reviewed each semester (at Club Committee level) and passed on to incoming office-bearers.
These statements can be shared across Clubs, but it is more important to meet the expectations within each Club
than to adopt ‘standards’ from outside.
1 Renton, NE Guide for Meetings and Organisations, any edition. In recent two-volume editions, you want
Volume 2. Current editions are published by Thomson (incorporating the former Law Book Company).

Coach and Critic Training at Club Meetings
The Rostrum experience depends on the quality of coaching/critiques at each meeting. The quality of
coaching/critiques depends on the talent and discipline of the coach/critic, and on the guidance they have received
from past masters.
The Critic’s Club would like to offer training in coaching and criticism. That sort of training works best in a Club
meeting, so we are asking Clubs to consider dedicating one or two meetings in 2019 to that training.
The usual format has been for the meeting to follow the usual Club format with the addition of:




a tutorial on an aspect of coaching, given by a recognised expert
multiple critiques of the meeting and speakers, by trainee coaches
feedback to the trainee coaches by an expert or ‘Meta’ critic (in old language, the ‘Master Critic’).

So the meeting isn’t that different from normal, but it has some extra items. Usually there will be visitors from other
Clubs.
We are willing to try anything else that works for the host Club and delivers some training to coaches and critics.
If you would be happy for some of this training within one or two meetings of your Club, please set aside some
meeting dates and let the Critics’ Club know (acttraining@rostrum.com.au). You may want to include these plans in
your Club’s Syllabus entry for 2019-20.

‘Coach’ vs ‘Critic’
An essential part of the Rostrum experience is expert feedback after the speeches. Some Clubs now prefer to use the
terms ‘coaching’ and ‘coach’ for this feedback, in place of the older terms ‘criticism’ and ‘critic’. I have not heard any
good reason not to make that change for routine vocabulary at meetings, in the minutes, and in the Syllabus. Your
Club could even adopt a different word altogether.
The older terms still appear in formal documents like the Constitution. The older term ‘critic’ didn’t imply anything
different from constructive feedback and coaching. The language has changed slightly in recent years, so that ‘critic’
is now taken to suggest something negative, in a way that it didn’t a few years ago. The official Resource Manual for
Critics puts a lot of emphasis on encouragement, and never supports negativity.
The Critics’ Club hasn’t directly considered the ‘critic’ vs ‘coach’ issue, but probably will do so at its next meeting. Noone has ever objected to the change at a Critics’ Club meeting. In any case, it’s entirely up to your own Club what it
wants to do.
Roger Lines
Secretary, ACT Rostrum Critics’ Club

Proving Rostrum’s Success: a request from the Critics’ Club
The quality of the Rostrum experience is not questioned. However, it is a fact that the quantity, measured by
member counts, has fallen steadily since the 1980s.
The Critics’ Club and the Rostrum 2025 team are taking a hard look at what may need to happen for Rostrum to
return to growth and to spread its benefits across the region. A report with recommendations will be made available
for ACT Rostrum clubs later in 2019.
To assist with this approach, the Critics’ Club is directly asking each Club to track participation in Rostrum
activities, in a systematic manner. Some Clubs already have good records, such as a ‘Bragging Book’, originally used
to claim the Alan Crook Award for Best Club.
In the first instance, we are only asking that Clubs re-instate record-keeping practices that were universal and
routine, not so long ago.
This is the sort of thing we are looking for:
 Actual numbers attending each Club meeting.
 Names and dates for new member inductions and for member departures from the Club.
 A list of Rostrum activities outside Club meetings, with names or numbers for those members involved. If the
activity involves non-members, estimate the number of attendees.
(These are the ‘Bragging Book’ details. For the Primary Schools Speaking Competition, just count the
members’ participation as adjudicators and coordinators.)
 Clubs may want to conduct member surveys to assess how well they are doing. The Critics’Club can help in
this area.
Systematic data will be requested from Clubs at around 30 June. We understand that the information may not be
complete for 2018-19, and that estimates can fill the gaps. The data and estimates will be used by the Dais Executive
when deciding on annual Awards. The data will also be captured for long-term trend analysis. We will establish a
regular reporting cycle for 2019-20, which may include adjustments to the data being captured.
For most Clubs, the only effort involved will be to add attendance details to the meeting minutes, and to re-instate
the recording of Rostrum activities outside Club meetings. It is good practice for each Club to record the attendance
of each member at each meeting (i.e. marking a roll) in any case. If that isn’t already being done, it could be done by
the Secretary, head coach, or another office bearer, without much effort.

Website
Have you visited the Rostrum websites or Facebook pages? They
can be an interesting read.
It’s also a good idea to check the Rostrum page to make sure that
your club is listed correctly and that your links to membership
work.
Perhaps you could provide a new photo to the webmaster Peter
Osborne?

Rostrum website (see individual states/territories clubs)
https://www.rostrum.com.au
Rostrum Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/rostrumaustralia/
VOY Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/RostrumVoiceofYouth/

Dais
For your information listed are the 2019 Dais Officers.
Current Dais positions with officer holders.
Zone President– Fmn Randall Falkiner
Vice President - Spr Phil Beeley
Secretary-Fmn Roger Lines (Woden rep)
Treasurer – Fmn Doug Gillespie (Phillip rep)
Syllabus Editor—Fmn Andrew Sellars
Membership and Civic Rep– Fmn Doug Gillespie (Civic rep)
Elected Auditor —Fmn Alf McCarthy (Yass rep)
Webmaster – Spr Peter Osborne
Publicity – Fmn Jane Shelling
Primary School Competition- Spr Linda Thane
President of Critics Club - Spr Kleber Osorio
Warwick Everson Debating Competition – Fm Ron Hibberson

Rostrum Recorder was prepared by Fmn Jane Shelling May 2019. Please send me your contributions!

